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Since the beginning of the second crisis wave, in the wake of the sovereign debt crisis in a
              
serious stress. As a result, it is now facing a critical period which, it is hoped, will lead to
reinforced integrated governance.
      
      
                          !
"                        !          #$!
Therefore, their output has an impact on individual European citizens.
%          &              
   '          tion with all stakeholders.
(            
    (  ) *   +*"/    *" 
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(           
   & thorities.
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and Parliament.
"              
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    01222   sionals in 64 countries around the world.
*"   *"
with 33 countries working together along                
the standards of the Financial Markets.

Our common ambition is to make sure
that the ongoing developments in the in        
in the long term, to maintain the com        
world, and to emphasise that Financial
          !

(*"   +   /    5         ties, central banks, to give insight into
        !7    
times are challenging in this matter!

In times of crisis, it is all the more important to take the right decisions, es  !(
 *" 
vast expertise in all the segments of the
   
 tion with Euribor-EBF and other associations, constitute a guarantee that regulators and politicians can obtain all the
    
right decisions.


         
       ! ) 
have been reached with the creation of
  '9( :   
ongoing communication with the Europe         tral Bank.
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Philippe JEANNE
is European President
 *"(   
Markets Association,
representing 34 countries in Europe.
He is Global Head
Natixis, and has a
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of Forex Trading at
strong expertise in
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Given

the ongoing sovereign debt crisis, As the Interbank Markets representative for
           European Banks, Euribor-EBF is the best
    
  $   positioned association to lead this kind of
 K     ' 'purposes, =     9 )
    !
the vast network of European banks, and
( =           - the recognized governance principles of its
    - structure.
tral Banks to process their open markets
     $ %    coming stricter, and ever more demanding
   !
for banks in terms of funding whereas the
"                     $
operate lending/borrowing transactions in a lending to its actors, we believe that the repo
cautious market, with a strong appetite for market usage and its instruments should be
   @ +  /        !
deals.
(      =        Yet, as seen from the ongoing Financial Tax
borrower’s side, consists in lending a secu- (         &
      + /   )9  another bank. At the end of the period, the !L  =  
      -          
tax pressure on banks. What is more, Eu   !
      
Most of the collaterals used in the repo mar-        $    
ket are government bonds, sometimes blue the market; even States would be too.
chips equities or corporate bonds.
"           
Since the creation of the Euro, Euribor–EBF           
         - Banks to improve the market knowledge and
        "    =   

providing the market actors with an accu-            
rate, representative benchmark of the Euro- from our leading European Institutions.
 =     !
Cédric Quéméner, Director EURIBOR-EBF
7         
                      tors are focusing more and more on an “as
secure as possible” market, using the same
kind of indicators.
(     9       9  tee have worked on completing the service
          C D   = mark. (            
     '
made of the average calculation of the executed transactions on the most important
repo markets across Europe, taking into ac         
as possible.
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credit operations to include STEP-labelled
      !!
    ! (    
   U202!( 
this exceptional measure could thus have
had a negative impact on the development
 9( :       
         +)"/
     
  U200   1.
(   9( :    
    U however show
that the STEP market has proved its robustness following the discontinuation of the
    U202!

 0` 

The total outstanding amounts of STEP-labelled programmes    U200        
    [\\1!]       5 U200     0V^  9( :
labelled programmes. This level almost
corresponds to the highest level observed
$  U22^!(
relative positive development of STEP-labelled securities needs to be compared with
an adequate benchmark for euro-denomi  + 0/
in order to assess the developments in the
9( :    U200!   0 
the decrease in the ratio of STEP securities
          
government sectors to euro-denominated
       
non-government in the second quarter of
U200! >        
outstanding amounts of STEP programmes
for the third quarter and even more for the
fourth quarter can be seen as a further sign
of the success of the initiative in supporting
     !

     9( :  
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     9( :     velopments of those securities relative to the overall issuance of STEP securities were assessed
 5U200     + U/   
   + 1/!
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Out of twelve new STEP labels, eight programmes refer to MFIs. The withdrawal of STEP pro )"           
9( :    )"!
 U!L    9( :  
MFIs

other financial intermediaries

MFIs

other financial intermediaries

non-financial corporations

general government

non-financial corporations

general government

supranationals

insurance corporations and pension funds
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19,6

1,84
1,8
3,6
20,4

1,80
1,8
4,1

1,78
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6,1
5,4
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5,3
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67,1
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Dec.-09 (127
programmes)

0
Sep.-08

Dec.-08

Jan.-09
Dec.-10
Apr.-11

Dec.-10 (163
programmes)

Apr.-11 (167
programmes)

Dec.-11 (169
programmes)

Dec.-11
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    C(          y         
   D3   % {U200{0\    
      !This means that STEP-labelled securities issued
         #      
 0R  U20U!
Giuseppina Borea - Sandrine Corvoisier, European Central Bank
1
For more details, please refer to Corvoisier, S. and Petit, V., “Further signs of the robustness of the STEP market”, Euribor EBF
Newsletter, June 2011.
2
http://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/money/step/html/index.en.html.
3
For more details, please refer to the Sections 6.2.1.5 and 6.2.1.6 of the General Documentation http://www.ecb.int/ecb/legal/
pdf/en_ecb_2011_14_f_sign.pdf.
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   +))/! Indeed, the Financial
9  +9/  "L9L  C      forms of MMFs that would mitigate their sus        !D
"L9L  
    
RU20U     
  `+/   $ing shifts to variable net asset value arrange  +/       $$ ))  
promise investors constant net asset value.
=  #   )) 
  =:      
;  !(&!9!
authorities to take government-supported
measures to alleviate the pressure on MMFs.
(     
    ))! ( &!9!  
  @  C  D
and noted that additional possible reforms
would be considered to make MMFs less vulnerable to “runs”.    
this process will lead to the adoption of new
$    
helpful to MMFs in Europe.
"     
   ;   #    
         
    ))   !  &       
))       7  U22X
       ! (
           
))  U22_    
the subprime crisis. However, investors’ con  $  ))|
fact that a small number of “cash-enhanced”
funds had purchased asset-backed securities
to boost their returns. These funds were in
   ))!
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These strains led EFAMA and the Institutional
)  )   *       
      ))   
what the “MMF” label should include. Their
K            9=  + 9=/ 
        
          ))!
The guidelines include restrictions on exposure to interest rate and credit risks, and also
require that MMFs draw investor attention
          ket fund and investment in a bank deposit.
(        9=  
will enhance investor awareness about the
exact nature of MMFs as well as strengthen
$    
their resilience in crises.
Against this background, the European MMF
    
           
have on MMFs. ))       
     $    
    age.
(     pose on MMFs and their sponsors would cause
           its and/or other less regulated vehicles. Imposing capital requirements would reduce
or eliminate their attractiveness as a cash
management vehicle. In addition, the new
            ))
in providing funding to corporate and gov         !
 $           
            
which would run counter to the view that a
'          
  # !
~      
"L9L   count the potential impact of additional
         
          
the lack of evidence that MMFs pose risks
      !

The European Fund and Asset
Management Association (EFA)*/
UV   + & )
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Total Assets under Manage +  /   
&=01  
&=__   
54.000 investment funds
+9 U200/!
)  )   *
 &=00 +9 U200/!

Bernard Delbecque,
Director of Economics and Research
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  !L   U22X        tion had been removed . However, it took a serious crisis to address a number of big stumbling
           &)   =  
Framework. One could argue that these fundamental elements should have been put in place
               
        $  !
IMPACT OF THE CRISIS ON EUROPEAN BANKS’ BUSINESS AND THEIR INTEGRATION
L    #   
    !
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  \!U]j U22X  '  0j
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the inter-bank lenders and borrowers.
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Bank lending to the euro area governments has
K    `  7  U200
euro area bank lending to governments stood
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ongoing sovereign debt crisis in a number of
&       &
 #     !
          den, large European banks’ considerations to pull their subsidiaries out of Eastern Europe
  K
       !
CALL FOR A BALANCE BETWEEN SYSTEMIC STABILITY AND BUSINESS EFFICIENCY
It should be recalled that prior to the crisis,
     #          , attainable,
and indeed attained, to a larger degree at
 &      !(  
       
           
welcome approach, but which is, to a certain degree, in contradiction with the ear     ! 9   
           
border banking groups must ensure capital
 $         
        | 
thus making an impact on the choice of
banks’ business model. This impact does
       tegration; neither does it help to improve
 #            
each of the banking group’s entities.
         
         
economic growth. The EBF realises that
          
gradual, and it is prepared to continue its
long-standing cooperation with the Euro          cial barriers to integration in retail as well
as wholesale markets.

L        &  
       !7    
        
      
in place the missing elements of the un &   
that crisis management mechanisms, both
          
be resolved in the future.
It is hoped that strengthened economic
          
       
   !(   
    
requirements as well as adjust to the new
      
integration, for the good of banks and citizens alike. Normalisation of the economic
     ate the right circumstances for banks to
    
   !

Viktorija Proskurovska, Adviser
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In the context of the current crisis,  
& ) 9       
 '            erate immediate public revenue at the ex         
           
and economic growth. In addition, it is also
     
        !
(    ' 
sectors. This assumption is based, at least
          tages that are considered inherent in the
*('     !
(    

((5   
 &9)    monized framework to FTT. In their view, it
would help reduce competitive distortions,
        '
risk-taking activities, complement regula       
crises and promote common rules for the
introduction of a FTT at global level. To a
certain extent, these objectives, howev
      |! " there
seems to be a paradox between the requirement for banks to rebuild and strengthen
       
taxes at the same time.

According to the residence principle which
determines the territorial scope of the pro        tor for the collection of the tax would be
           
          
& ) 9 ! *     
will be deemed to be established in the ter   )9    
in that Member State, has its registered of)9 
Member State or is acting through a branch
located in the Member State. The FTT will
          tive of whether it is acting in a principal or
 
! >     
institution established in a Member State is
        
subject to the FTT irrespective of the loca             
trading.
       ((    
     
organised markets, credit institutions, insurance and re-insurance institutions, collective investment schemes and their managers, pension funds and their managers,
holding companies, leasing companies and
     ! (   5tive provides for a number of carve-outs,
ring-fencing SMEs and private households,
       
        
trading activities.
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(  '   '        
   &   !(     (( 
the local tax authorities. Each Member State will be required to adopt domestic measures
  ((          
     !(   K    
             
               
of the tax.
(  ((         !!$  +'   /  !
The scope will cover all kinds of transactions, whether conducted on regulated markets or
 L(      +    / 
    ! ( (( 
            
       ! (    
           
  ! "             
will have a huge impact on the volumes of transactions. Therefore,  
((  $  !  
 K     ! In a nutshell,((   
C  D    !
"                   '     
            
under the transaction. However, if this is lower than the market price, than the tax base
will consist in the market price. The taxable amount in relation to derivative transactions
            
entered into.
( '  ((' )9 K    
2!0j          2!20j  !
The implementation of the FTT legislation       $   
   0 R  U20\!~'   
            
procedures           !
  |  !(     nore                  
         K ! $
       &((  '   
eroded through the migration of transactions outside the scope of the legislation.

Roger Kaiser, Senior Adviser
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Maintenance

periods is an old issue no
         
understood in order to determine the de          
         
market mechanisms such as Eonia and
Euribor in Europe and Fed Funds in the
& 9 ! )     
       
 
   #    serves to an interest rate. Yet each central
            
       !
A maintenance period for the Eurozone is
the time between governing council meet     
parlance with a purpose to price excess re       
      ! =         !(   $
    
     
    )  =  =   
  )  = ! ( =
rate is the most important interest rate in
  |  ket interest rates such as Eonia and Euribor
        
    !)   
 =           
because it establishes at what interest rate
reserves are expected to grow or contract

 )1    !
=            
rates.
Excess reserves are paid an interest rate
   $!    tem, the overnight rate termed Euribor or
  " L =   
'  !=cits are charged an interest rate termed
Eonia, Euro Overnight Index Average and
a weighted average of Euribor. Eonia is the
rate bankers charge each other for over   |  terest rates. Eonia is an effective rate to
  = !

$,

Excess reserves once priced are loaned
     ing at the Eonia rate and lending at Euribor. Euribor establishes loan rates and are
'  U22X! (    
is known as the interest rate corridor or
        |      ! (     0^^^  duction of short rates is to price reserves
           
           
    
 !*   |   
         |  !
Both are a cost to reserves.
Euribor and Eonia are tradeable market
rates that trade as futures contracts on Euronext. Euribor/Eonia Swap Index futures
   !9U22X 
month Eonia contract and the three month
Eonia swap index aligned in terms of trade
and settlement to central bank maintenance periods. The Eonia three month con       "    ) 
Market dates while the one month contract
is aligned to European maintenance periods.
 V!X  V!^               &9 R pan and the BOE. Each nation has various
means to achieve the desired three month
     !      
 R
         L 
remunerates and indexes reserves at the
  9             &9    
   ! ( R
  
&9      
*      7    !
)    R
  
 &9         
     #
curve. The interest rate releases answers
$      
and/or which pair to swap in interest rate
terms.
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Brian Twomey
(   =     
U22X          !
(      
banks must maintain required reserves.
Maintenance periods cover 14 consecutive
 ! =$     = 5
 
  =
*  0^_X         
0^X2 )      *    
   $!* ernments then imposed reserve laws and
this gave rise to the need for the British
Bankers Association as reserves had to be
priced and balanced in line with central
bank target rates.

!V!X

!V!^

( 
        U200        9=  = * U22V
          U22X
        
9 @  * U22X+ =
U202/!
In conclusion, maintenance period
is an important time between the US
and Europe because lend and borrow
rates, bids and offers, yield curves and
 
     ments are established for a particular
day’s trade not only in the US and Europe but between the US and Europe
in terms of a Euro/USD exchange rate.
The most important aspect of maintenance periods is the determination in
the demand and supply of Euros vs US
Dollars. It is an indicator and a valued
      
 
focus for those involved in the mar

  (   
independent
trader
    
on trading,
    ' 
(  *   9    modities and Investopedia. His article
on Welles Wilder is one of the most
     ( 
*   9      
  ! (   
(      lowing among traders and market an! >   *K :   
:   % ~ &!
(   *K    
master’s in political science and public
      & 
   !
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Brian Twomey

I   )

Yield curves in terms of histories, each nation’s curve,
      
       
and calculations between two nations as
well as single nation bond maturities are
'          !
Each nation’s bonds are listed and calculat  !   
"          -    '      
       #    examples and charts.
` ) 
     9   
R  ~  9     :
        
    $     ket to market of the eight major nations as
         
   !

market that offers a full load of informa   #    " =  9      
Swaps, Foreign Exchange Swaps and outexplained together in one volume. Much
of the information is original. The Japanese
Yen for example transforms itself from Asia
    &9       es itself to various instruments in order to
move in the markets. The Yen is tracked
           
     '                     
 !

right forwards in each nation is explained,
trade strategies offered and explained as
well as methodologies and histories. OIS
swaps are also explained. A deep discussion
of forward points is offered as well as two
examples to calculate a forward point to a
!

Each nation’s stock market, calculations of
 '  '          
*     
          market in terms of trade weight indices,
fered as trade strategies and methodologies
methodologies, formulas and calculations,
nation to nation.
'        
 '!>  
(            
ied categories found within these pages. It
as well as major imports and export maris a book with a focus on the understanding
kets, major products and important destina       !*      
ers in all markets, in all traded instruments.
Fair value for example is calculated as an
   *    ;   
'        9:#!     
           '            
retical value is also calculated as an examterms of movement, direction, purpose, his! (          
       
or short in one index or a long or short in a
       
stock that comprises the index.
pair charts and graphs as well as each nation’s interest rate charts for comparision.

A reader will have a full under                 hension of each nation’s market in
order to trade and understand the
purpose, functions and trade of
 !
16
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Fixings
Euribor-EBF pursues its work to offer a better view
of the interbank market in Europe

STEP
9( :                  
 R  U20U
9 R   9( :    
      come eligible assets for collateral in Euro    !(   
   9( :       
      !       9( :  
will not have the obligation to list their pro    !*
       
the lower costs of the STEP label (€5000 en  [U222     /!
      #  
and believes that 9( :      
            
but become a standard in the Short-Term
European Paper market.

L       
expressing the need to create a Euribor-like benchmark for dollar-funding purposes. As a response to
the market demand, Euribor-EBF has been devel  &95        
the last six months. The launch of the new bench    U20U!
(   9      
have been working on the creation of an overnight
    |          + !]/!
  

    



9      0^^X      
           !
          ~;  
  9   ~;     
       '
0 R   U20U! (        
    ~ ;         laboration.
(   (  9 
   &"      {    U20U!

STEP statistics to be improved the coming
months
(   (  9( :9 #(     
the development of STEP statistics, both on
the content and the format, in order to of  formation on the STEP market. STEP statis      
website.
+ `{{!!{ { { {
{'!!/       
the STEP + `{{!  !
{ !/!

The Euribor-EBF editorial Team would like to thank
most warmly the ACI Europe President, Mr Philippe
Jeanne, the ECB Statistics Team, the EFAMA Director of Economics and Research and the EBF advisers; as well as Mr Brian Twomey (as an independent writer), for collaborating on this publication. A
special thank to Ms Florence Ranson, EBF Head of
Communications.
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